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Abstract. Various types of resonances appear in the dynamics of parametrically excited systems. Resonance conditions for 
such instability phenomena involve natural frequencies and therefore, they are valid when the amplitude of the parametric 
excitation term is zero or close to zero. The present work generalizes these resonance conditions so that they are valid in the 
entire parametric space. This is achieved by obtaining resonance conditions in terms of ‘true characteristic exponents’ using 
different theorems or nonlinear techniques. It is observed that generalized resonance conditions expressed in terms of ‘true 
characteristic exponents’ have similar forms as existing resonance conditions involving natural frequencies.    
 

Introduction 
 

The dynamics of parametrically excited systems are characterized by distinct types of resonances such as 
parametric resonance, combination resonance, internal resonance, and subharmonic and superharmonic 
resonances. These instabilities emerge when there is a rational relationship among parametric excitation 
frequency pω , natural frequencies, ; 1,2,...r rω = and external excitation frequency, fω . Since such 
relationships/ resonance conditions involve natural frequencies, they are valid when the amplitude of the 
parametric excitation term is zero or close to zero. In order to define resonances for relatively larger amplitudes 
of the parametric term, it is necessary to construct generalized resonance conditions that are valid everywhere 
in the parametric space. This is achieved by expressing resonance conditions in terms of ‘true characteristic 
exponents’ which are defined using characteristic exponents and their non-uniqueness property. Unlike 
characteristic exponents, ‘true characteristic exponents’ approach natural frequencies as the amplitude of the 
parametric term approaches zero. The present study has categorized parametrically excited systems in four 
classes: linear systems with parametric excitation, linear systems with combined parametric and external 
excitations, nonlinear systems with parametric excitation and nonlinear systems with combined parametric and 
external excitations.  Each class is investigated separately for different types of resonances and examples are 
provided to establish the proof of concept.  
 

Results and Discussion 
 

Resonance conditions for linear systems with parametric excitation are constructed using Lyapunov-Poincaré 
theorem [1]. As an example, a linear mathematical model of a double inverted pendulum is investigated for 
various types of parametric and combination resonances present in its stability diagram. If true exponents of 
the system are computed as λ± and β± , it is found that parametric resonance occurs when 2 p piN Nλ ω ω= =   

( )or 2 pNβ ω= ; \ {0}N ∈  and combination resonance is triggered if pNλ β ω± = . In the case of linear 
systems which are subjected to combined parametric and external excitations, Lyapunov-Floquet 
transformation [1] is utilized to generate a resonance condition. A forced Mathieu equation is examined and it 
is observed that solution increases unboundedly due to linear resonance when 1 2p fk kω ω λ+ = ; 1 2,k k ∈  is 
satisfied. The last two categories of parametrically excited systems involve nonlinearity and are investigated 
using ‘time-dependent normal forms (TDNF)’ [2, 3]. For nonlinear systems with parametric excitation, TDNF 
in ref. [2] is employed to obtain resonance conditions. A double inverted pendulum with cubic nonlinearity is 
examined for internal and combination resonances. It is found that for a 4 4×  cubic system internal resonances 
can be of three types: λ β= , 3λ β=  and 3λ β=  and combination resonance occurs when psλ β ω± = , 

3 psλ β ω± =  and 3 psλ β ω± = . Here, s is a finite integer. Finally, nonlinear systems with combined 
parametric and external excitations are studied using the TDNF presented in ref. [3]. A forced Mathieu 
equation with cubic nonlinearity is investigated for superharmonic and subharmonic resonances. It is found 
that superharmonic resonances of order 3 occur when ( )1 2 3p fk kω ω λ+ = ±  whereas subharmonic resonances 

of order 3 can appear in the nonlinear solution if ( )1 2 3p fk kω ω λ+ = ± .  
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